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Summary

As on Earth, other solid-surfaced planetary bodies in the solar system display landforms produced by tectonic activity, such as faults, folds, and fractures. These features are resolved in spacecraft observations directly or with techniques that extract topographic information from a diverse suite of data types, including radar.
backscatter and altimetry, visible and near-infrared images, and laser altimetry. Each dataset and technique has its strengths and limitations that govern how to optimally utilize and properly interpret the data and what sizes and aspects of features can be recognized. The ability to identify, discriminate, and map tectonic features also depends on the uniqueness of their form, on the morphologic complexity of the terrain in which the structures occur, and on obscuration of the features by erosion and burial processes. Geologic mapping of tectonic structures is valuable for interpretation of the surface strains and of the geologic histories associated with their formation, leading to possible clues about: (1) the types or sources of stress related to their formation, (2) the mechanical properties of the materials in which they formed, and (3) the evolution of the body’s surface and interior where timing relationships can be determined. Formal mapping of tectonic structures has been performed and/or is in progress for Earth’s Moon, the planets Mars, Mercury, and Venus, and the satellites of Jupiter (Callisto, Ganymede, Europa, and Io). Structures have also been recognized on some of the Saturnian (Titan, Dione, Rhea, Tethys, Iapetus, and Enceladus) and Uranian satellites (Miranda and Ariel) and Neptune’s large moon, Triton. Of these, only Earth’s Moon has provided rock samples that have been dated using radiometric techniques, thus constraining, in the best scenarios, the age of formation of specific structures. However, most of these bodies have a resurfacing history useful for relative structural history, which might be constrained by geologic mapping and, in some cases, by crater-density data. Because of the range in rheologic character represented by planetary crustal materials and in some cases exotic stress mechanisms acting upon them, planetary structures can include forms, relationships, and developmental patterns that are rare or non-existent on Earth.

1. Introduction

Structural mapping constitutes the fundamental approach to documenting the tectonic deformation of planetary surfaces in space and time. As on Earth, geologists characterize, map, and interpret rock materials and structures on planetary surfaces to interpret geologic histories from local to global scales. However, terrestrial mapping approaches need to be adapted to meet the needs and special challenges inherent in producing planetary geologic maps that rely on spacecraft data and lack ground truth. The philosophical basis and basic techniques used for all current planetary geologic mapping were developed by geologists studying the Moon prior to, during, and following lunar exploration using space vehicles. In particular, mappable units were defined by objective descriptive criteria that do not depend on genetic interpretations. Crustal history was determined by means of superposition and crosscutting relations, and by density of superposed craters. Wilhelms
(1972, 1990) provides a thorough exposition of this approach. Structures, especially craters, provide critical elements to this stratigraphic approach. Adequate data for mapping structures on a variety of planetary bodies have increased dramatically over the past few decades and now are available for Earth's Moon, Mercury, Mars, Venus, and the satellites of Jupiter, Saturn, and Neptune, as well as the asteroid Eros.

Tectonic structures result from deformation of crustal rock materials and may include individual or systems of joints, faults, folds, and combinations thereof in various size ranges (see Schultz et al., Chapter 10). Such structures are expressed at the surface by a diversity of landforms that combine the morphology of the pre-deformed surface with that of the tectonic deformation. In addition, subsequent modification due to erosion, burial, and reactivation of deformation modifies the appearance of structural landforms. Morphology can be observed using suitable bases constructed from visible, infrared, and radar imaging data, as well as digital elevation models derived from laser altimetry, stereo photogrammetry and 2-D photoclinometry. Except in limited cases where good exposures and topographic information permit accurate measurement of stratigraphic offsets, the nature of deformation is inferred from a comparison between the planetary landform and the geologist's knowledge of Earth-based examples. Brittle extensional structures appear in spacecraft imagery as linear topographic elements with negative and/or positive relief, including normal faults, grabens, and rift systems that cut and commonly produce offsets in the strata (e.g., McGill, 1971; Wilhelms, 1987; Banerdt et al., 1992; Schultz, 1991, 1999). Contractional structures, on the other hand, might be expressed as positive relief landforms, such as wrinkle ridges that overlie blind thrust faults (that do not break the planetary surface; e.g., Schultz, 2000a), surface-breaking thrust faults expressed by lobate scarps (see Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2; Golombek and Phillips, Chapter 5), high-angle reverse faults expressed by high-relief ridges (see Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2) and large mountain ranges that often mark the locations of buckled and/or over-thrusted crustal materials (e.g., Banerdt et al., 1992; Schultz and Tanaka, 1994; Dohm and Tanaka, 1999; Schultz, 2000a). Strike-slip faults are found on several planets and satellites and display evidence of either brittle or ductile deformation, or both (e.g., Koenig and Aydin, 1998; Schultz, 1989, 1999; Watters, 1992; Schenk and McKinnon, 1989; Pappalardo et al., 1999; Tuckwell and Ghail, 2003; Kumar, 2005; Okubo and Schultz, 2006).

Structural history is reconstructed among structures and materials such as lava flows, impact ejecta, and sedimentary deposits through crosscutting relations determined using all pertinent spacecraft information. This Earth-proven technique requires meticulous detective work. The spatial and temporal associations of tectonic structures among rock materials archive past geologic events, which can be
thoughtfully deciphered through detailed geologic mapping. However, actual geologic histories are typically much more detailed and complex than can be fully realized and represented on a geologic map, and age correlations are commonly poorly constrained.

As with any archive of past events, evidence can be destroyed or buried. Therefore, mappers effectively reconstruct structural histories based on (1) collecting and synthesizing all available data and compiled geologic information, (2) clearly discussing applied methodologies and acknowledging critical assumptions and uncertainties, and (3) avoiding overinterpretation and bias. Geologic mapping, whether based on field investigations or remotely sensed data, is ultimately built on consistency arguments. Thus mappers’ observations, assumptions, and interpretations should always be open to further scrutiny, including how interpretations imply relations about other units, structures, and history (e.g., Gilbert, 1886).

Absolute-age determinations, which depend on sizable returned samples, are only directly available for six locales on the Moon (e.g., Wilhelms, 1987). However, crater-density statistics are useful relative-age indicators for the more heavily cratered planetary bodies, because impact cratering is assumed to be a continuing, areally random process for most surfaces. The number of craters superposed on a surface provides an average relative age of the surface. For example, the density of superposed craters on the lunar highlands is much greater than the density of superposed craters on the lunar maria. If the flux of impacting objects was constant through time, an unrealistically young age for the maria and for post-mare craters is implied. Thus, it was realized that the flux was greater by orders of magnitude early in lunar (and solar system) history than in more recent time. Returned samples verified this inference. A controversy still exists, however, with regard to the nature and rate of the bolide flux decline. The radiometric ages of lunar basin ejecta seem to imply that most basin impacts occurred during a relatively brief interval of time, with essentially no surface ages older than about 4.1 Ga and none younger than about 3.8 Ga, with a major spike of impact events at about 3.9 Ga (Tera et al., 1974; Kring and Cohen, 2002; Gomes et al., 2005; Strom et al., 2005). This “cataclysmic” model implies a very different history of the Moon during its first few hundred million years of existence than does the alternate model, which postulates a continuous, exponential decline in impact flux with time. The absence of direct evidence of basin events older than about 4.1 Ga may be due to complete destruction of evidence for older basins, including radiometric dates demonstrating associated basin-related activity, or to incomplete sampling dictated by the logistical constraints on the Apollo missions. Absolute ages for non-lunar planetary surfaces can be estimated, or modeled, based on extrapolations of impactor populations, cratering theory, the cratering-rate history determined for the Moon, and
other effects related to orbital distance from the Sun (e.g., Hartmann and Neukum, 2001). Based on this approach, absolute ages (having various degrees of uncertainty) for geologic epochs on the inner planets of the solar system are shown in Figure 8.1.

Maps that delineate structures of various ages can be used to characterize potential stress sources, strain magnitudes and history, and preexisting structural controls that may relate to episodes of local to global volcanism, tectonism, and impact cratering. Evidence for tectonic strain includes deformed features such as impact craters, which may hint at the type and amount of tectonism in the region or at the rheological nature of the impacted material, through assessing their geometric shape (Golombek et al., 1996; Pappalardo and Collins, 2005). Tectonic structures and deformational processes may also control subsequent volcanic, intrusive, and hydrogeologic activity, including the diversion of surface and subsurface lavas and volatiles, as well as the discharge of subsurface fluids. Such activity can result in structurally controlled drainage pathways and canyon systems, aligned collapse features (e.g., pit crater chains), and volcanic constructs. Other indirect
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evidence for tectonism includes aligned mesas and valleys, such as those located in and surrounding large impact basins, where valleys and mesas radial to and concentric about the basins imply impact-related deformation of crustal materials (e.g., Melosh, 1989). Detection of major structures whose original landforms are all but destroyed by erosion may be indicated through structurally controlled linear anomalies in gravity, magnetic, mineralogic, geochemical, and other data (e.g., Dohm et al., 2007b).

Structural landforms are schematically shown on geologic maps through line symbols. Sometimes the lines are dashed, dotted, or queried to indicate that they are buried or have an uncertain designation. Additional symbols and colors are used to denote structure type, sense of displacement, and age. At times, closely spaced sets of structures are indicated by stipple patterns. In more recent mapping efforts, tectonic structures are digitized, enabling comparative analysis of tectonic structures in time and space using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and other software (Tanaka et al., 1998; Dohm and Tanaka, 1999). Structure densities and orientations and spatial associations of structures with other geologic features are examples of what can be produced through GIS-based analysis of structural mapping (Dohm et al., 2001a).

Overall, planetary structural mapping provides unique insights into the deformational histories of planetary bodies. Structural mapping is integral to determining geologic histories at global to local scales, to evaluating geophysical, geochemical, and even in some cases climatic models relating to the time-space relations of the planet’s interior, surface, and atmosphere (if present), to constraining surface rheology at various scales and through time, and to planning science objectives and designing experimental approaches for future planetary missions (e.g., Schulze-Makuch et al., 2007; Furfaro et al., 2007).

2 Mapping and dating structures with spacecraft data

2.1 Mapping with visible and infrared images

Images of planetary surfaces in visible and infrared wavelengths of adequate spatial resolution permit mapping and interpretation of surface landforms resulting from structural deformation (e.g., Avery and Berlin, 1992; Golombek, 1992; Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994; Bell et al., 1999). Data characteristics and quality are governed by planetary characteristics and the characteristics of the spacecraft camera systems. Following Lunar Orbiter photographs recorded on film in 1966–1967, Mariner, Viking, and Voyager spacecraft missions to Mars, Mercury, and the outer planetary satellites employed vidicon cameras that obtained digital images sensitive to light in the 350 to 650 nm wavelength range, with filter wheels
providing broadband multi-spectral color imaging. Later, charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras, which expanded the sensitivity range to include near-ultraviolet to near-infrared wavelengths (200 to 1100 nm), have been used for missions to Mars, the Moon, the satellites of Jupiter, and asteroids (Mars Global Surveyor, Mars Odyssey, Mars Express, Clementine, Galileo, Giotto, and Near-Earth Asteroid Rendezvous).

Digital images are compiled as two-dimensional grids (i.e., raster arrays) composed of individual, square picture elements ("pixels"). Surface brightness is governed by the albedo of the surface (the ratio of reflected to incident surface energy within a defined wavelength range) and by illumination and surface geometries. Clouds can have a substantial albedo, thereby obscuring the underlying surface of planets with atmospheres. Images may be acquired in various geometries and illumination conditions. Some images, such as obtained by the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) and Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS), primarily involved nadir (vertical) pointing of the camera, whereas other camera systems used extensive off-nadir pointing. Imaging campaigns that collect data at different seasons and times of day across the curving planetary surface capture variable directions of solar illumination and local surface changes. For Mars, seasonal haze and transient dust and CO$_2$ clouds may obscure surface viewing.

Higher resolution images provide correspondingly smaller areal coverage. In order to coherently map broad surfaces at highest resolutions, multiple images are combined into mosaics. Because lighting and atmospheric conditions and camera location, pointing, and color filter vary, photometric and geometric corrections are required. Spacecraft jitter and location uncertainties and camera noise effects also call for cosmetic improvements. However, some of these effects cannot be completely corrected through image processing techniques; for example, morning and afternoon lighting conditions will result in the reversal of hill-slope shading, which can result in confusing image mosaics. The more serious effects need to be recognized and documented to avoid mistaking them for surface features. In addition, geodetic control of the positioning of landforms varies according to available data and modeling. Thus, the mapped locations might include significant errors. This problem is especially evident in areas where the controls do not permit proper alignment of features between adjacent images in a mosaic.

Given the aforementioned limitations to image data, morphologic analysis can be performed where slope information can be gleaned. Both visual and thermal infrared images include intensity variations related to slope orientation vs. incident solar illumination, where sunlit slopes tend to be relatively bright (or warm in thermal infrared) and shaded (or cool) slopes tend to be dark. In addition, albedo variations of surface materials may highlight tectonic structures (e.g., structurally controlled deposits).
Radar, radio detection and ranging – a form of active (i.e., it provides its own energy source) remote sensing – is able to operate generally independent of solar illumination or weather conditions. With the correct wavelength, radar "sees" through clouds or other media that might obstruct energy in visible light and other wavelengths. Radar works within the microwave band of the electromagnetic spectrum in the wavelength range from millimeters to 100 cm. Radar illuminates a terrain, detects return energy (radar return), and records an image. Three factors affect radar return: terrain slope (topography), terrain roughness (at the scale of the radar wavelength), and terrain electrical properties. The third factor, a function of composition and/or bulk density, is the hardest to quantify; we consider the first two in our brief discussion.

The military developed radar-imaging techniques in the 1950s. Geological applications began with image system declassification in the mid-to-late 1960s, and advanced in the 1970s with commercial radar image availability. Radar image analysis is largely similar to visible and infrared image analysis and primarily comprises "photogeologic" investigation of primary and secondary structures marked by topography or surface roughness. As such, geologic history interpretation must follow similar cautions (e.g., Hansen, 2000). Radar data are particularly useful for recognizing promontories or geomorphic features and linear ridges or troughs that represent fractures, faults, and folds as confirmed by field mapping. Radar data, acquired by orbiting spacecraft, can contribute to geological analysis of any solid planet surface. For example, NASA Magellan radar returned global coverage of breathtakingly detailed images of Venus' cloud-covered surface that form the basis of our understanding of Venus' tectonic and magmatic evolution (e.g., Solomon et al., 1992; Ford et al., 1993).

Although radar images resemble black-and-white photographs, radar's side-looking system requires a few simple considerations in interpretation. Oblique radar illumination produces strong signal returns and peaks that highlight surface roughness, which includes topographic highs (positive features), such as ridges, scarps, and promontories, and lows (negative features), which may include pits and impact craters, depending on shape, size (at radar resolution), and orientation with respect to radar illumination. Structures recognizable by their resulting landforms in radar images include: folds, grabens, faults, fractures, volcanic edifices and summit craters, impact craters, collapse depressions, and valley features such as Venusian valley networks (Komatsu et al., 2001). Ground range images, a function of illumination direction and incidence angle and slope, form 2-D representations of 3-D surfaces. Radar artifacts, including radar shadow, foreshortening, and layover, can deter topographic interpretation or add geometric clues absent
Figure 8.2. Radar ground-range images (basal strip) resulting from different topographic form, incidence angle (\(\Theta\)), and illumination direction. Points on topographic form project parallel to wavefront (wf, perpendicular to illumination) to points on the ground-range image. Projected location and size of near slope (ns), back slope (bs) and radar shadow (rs) shown with shades of gray indicative of relative radar return and hence brightness. Gray lines show where surface locations would not be imaged. (A) Left illumination of asymmetric topographic form; foreshortening and radar shadow result in apparent symmetric shape. The point at the base of the near slope “projects” to its correct location; the high point projects forward of its true location; the base of the far slope “projects” to its correct location, but its presence is lost in radar shadow. The shallow near slope is imaged (ns), but it is “foreshortened” in the ground-range image; the entire far (steep) slope is lost in radar shadow. (B) Left illumination and an asymmetric topographic form with steep slope facing radar results in extreme foreshortening (called “layover”). Only the far slope is imaged because the high point projects forward, and the sharp break in slope is lost in extreme foreshortening, or layover. Although the near slope is lost to layover, none of the far slope is lost to radar shadow in this case.

in plan view imagery (Figure 8.2). Sharp breaks in slopes result in sharp changes in radar brightness in the ground range image, whereas gradual changes in slope yield gradual changes in radar brightness. Radar shadow, similar to visible light side-illumination shadowing, can hide breaks in slope. Foreshortening shortens the near slope or the slope facing radar illumination (Figure 8.2a). Layover, an extreme form of foreshortening, shortens the radar-facing slope so much that it disappears on the ground-range image, and only the back slope appears in the image (Figure 8.2b). Attention to radar illumination and wave-front geometry should yield consistent topographic interpretation among analysts, although geological interpretations of topography might be debated. Interpretation of material boundaries in radar imagery can be more controversial because radar backscatter could result from surface roughness (such as a pahoehoe flow versus aa flow surface) or from terrain electrical properties, or both. In addition, a single volcanic flow might change from pahoehoe to aa character resulting in a variable surface roughness that could yield a wavelength-dependent radar signature; yet the flow could have
been emplaced as a single temporally equivalent geological unit. Thus, it is critical to consider radar interpretation separate from geological interpretation. Ford et al. (1993) provide an excellent review of radar interpretation with particular emphasis on Venus Magellan data.

Radar is exceptionally well suited for the identification of primary (emplacement related) or secondary (tectonic) structures that comprise 3-D topographic expression, while providing local to regional synoptic views of fracture, fault, and lineament patterns. Given that many secondary structures form lineaments, inverted or negative radar imagery commonly illustrates features more clearly because the human eye more easily differentiates dark lines on bright backgrounds rather than bright lines on dark backgrounds (Figure 8.3). Paired radar images with different incidence angles can be combined to construct stereo anaglyphs (e.g., Plaut, 1993),
or radar data and complementary altimeter data can be combined to make synthetic stereo anaglyphs (Kirk et al., 1992). Such data have been used with great success in Venus mapping (e.g., Hansen et al., 1999, 2000).

The interpretation of geologic structures, material units, temporal relations among the structures and material units, and ultimately the geologic history using radar requires the same careful consideration that should be employed with any remote sensing dataset (e.g., Wilhelms, 1972, 1990; Tanaka et al., 1994; Hansen, 2000). Radar data permit effective mapping of surface morphologies and structures (e.g., Ford et al., 1989, 1993; Sabins, 1997). Geologic unit boundaries are, in many cases, clearly defined by radar backscatter intensity, as well as by crosscutting relations among materials and positive and negative features. Gradational contacts, or contacts not marked by radar distinctive features, can be difficult to trace. Termination of tectonic structures may represent the spatial limit of a deformation front, or termination might indicate the limit of younger on-lapping material. Structural facies boundaries represent a strain discontinuity related to a tectonic process, perhaps marked by a decrease in structural element density; younger burial is more likely if structural elements are abruptly truncated at a high angle to structural trend.

2.3 Mapping with topography

Topographic data also provide critical clues for tectonic landform analysis. Topographic data are critical to the proper characterization of the morphology and structural relief of tectonic landforms, which is required to identify the structure, to provide estimates of strain, and to formulate and test kinematic and mechanical models of the candidate structures (e.g., Schultz and Zuber, 1994; Schultz, 2000a; Okubo and Schultz, 2004, 2006). In addition, topographic data have revealed the presence and spatial extent of structures that are not readily detected in images.

Topographic data for tectonic landforms have been derived from images using a number of techniques. The most basic of these is shadow measurements. High spatial resolution topographic data can be obtained from single images using quantitative modeling of slope variations, or photoclinometry (see Hapke et al., 1975; Davis and Soderblom, 1984; Kirk et al., 2003). On Mars, photoclinometry has been applied to Viking, MOC, and other images for landforms in areas or conditions where albedo variations are minimal; relative errors in this technique can be below 5% (Davis and Soderblom, 1984; Tanaka and Davis, 1988). Another important means of obtaining high-resolution topographic data is from stereo imaging. Using digital stereo methods that employ automated and semi-automated matching algorithms, it is possible to obtain DEMs with spatial resolution and height accuracy
limited only by the resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the images (see Watters et al., 1998; Cook et al., 2000; Schenk and Bussey, 2004). These methods have also been used to derive topography from stereo radar images (see Herrick and Sharpton, 2000).

Topographic data for the terrestrial planets have also been obtained from Earth-based radar altimetry (see Downs et al., 1982; Harmon et al., 1986) and radar interferometry (Margot et al., 1999). Radar interferometry compares two sets of radar altimetry data that yield differences in signal phase caused by elevation differences. Profiles derived from Earth-based radar altimetry have sufficient along-track spatial and vertical resolution to characterize individual tectonic features (see Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2). These datasets provide regional context for more detailed topographic investigations of smaller-scale (local) structures, but have been largely superseded by measurement of planetary topography at regional and global scales by orbital spacecraft (such as for the Moon and Mars).

Global topographic data have been returned from radar and laser altimeters on orbiting spacecraft for Venus, the Moon, Mars, and asteroid 433 Eros (see Pettengill et al., 1980; Ford and Pettengill, 1992; Zuber et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1999; Zuber et al., 2000). For Venus and the Moon, current global topography datasets have high vertical but low spatial resolution. Although these data are important in determining the long-wavelength (i.e., regional) topography of deformed planetary surfaces, they generally lack the spatial resolution to resolve individual structural features. However, radar data can provide critical topographic constraints (e.g., Hansen, 2006). The Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA), in contrast, has returned some of the highest vertical and spatial (460 m to 115 m/pixel near the poles) resolution interpolated digital elevation models for any of the terrestrial planets thus far (Smith et al., 1999, 2001; Zuber et al., 2000; Okubo et al., 2004). The high-resolution MOLA data were used to study Martian tectonic structures in unprecedented detail (e.g., Golombek et al., 2001; Schultz and Lin, 2001; Schultz and Watters, 2001; Wilkins and Schultz, 2003; Okubo and Schultz, 2003, 2004, 2006; Schultz et al., 2006; Golombek and Phillips, Chapter 4). These data have also revealed a previously undetected population of subdued wrinkle ridges in the northern lowlands of Mars, partly buried by sedimentary material (Withers and Neumann, 2001; Head et al., 2002) or formed in weak materials (Tanaka et al., 2003).

One of the challenges to mapping tectonic features using images and image mosaics is illumination bias introduced by the lighting geometry. Low-relief features in particular can be easily missed if the illumination direction is not favorable. Shaded-relief maps generated from DEMs with sufficient vertical and spatial resolution can be used to overcome illumination bias, because any illumination direction can be specified (Plate 23).
3 Structure mapping of planetary bodies

3.1 Moon

Important structures on Earth’s Moon fall into three categories: impact craters, wrinkle ridges, andgrabens (formerly called straight rilles; e.g., McGill, 1971; Masursky et al., 1978; Golombek, 1979). Most of the extensional and contractional structures formed on the Moon were produced in association with impact basins (multiringed structures > 300 km diameter on the Moon; e.g., Melosh, 1976, 1978, 1989; Solomon and Head, 1979, 1980; Golombek and McGill, 1983; Watters and Johnson, Chapter 4). Because of this relationship, wrinkle ridges and grabens received much attention in the earliest planetary structural mapping efforts (e.g., Schultz, 1976; Masursky et al., 1978).

Until recent decades most geologists did not consider impact cratering an important geologic process. Terrestrial geologic experience indicated that sub-circular craters surrounded by material derived from the crater were volcanoes, and thus almost all geologists initially inferred that lunar craters were also volcanic. A notable early exception was Gilbert (1893), who recognized the importance of impact cratering in the evolution of the lunar crust. He also argued that the history of the Moon could be deciphered using techniques that are philosophically similar to those used by geologists studying the history of Earth. A major breakthrough in understanding was provided by the work of Baldwin (1963), who established a quantitative morphological continuum from bomb craters to lunar craters. By the mid 1960s, planetary scientists, with a small number of exceptions, considered this issue settled. The increasing realization that impact craters are not rare on Earth, and the analysis of returned lunar samples, finally ended this controversy.

Widespread ejecta deposits from large multiringed basins provide us with a relative timescale through use of classical superposition relations – younger ejecta deposits rest on older ejecta deposits. The lunar time–rock classification system is primarily based on the stratigraphy of basin deposits (Shoemaker and Hackman, 1962; Wilhelms, 1987). The interiors of many large multiringed basins are filled with relatively smooth, low-albedo material (the lunar maria), leading in the past to the concept that lunar maria is impact melt related directly to basin formation (e.g., Urey, 1952). But stratigraphic and crater-density relations indicate that the lunar maria are significantly younger than the impact basins that contain them (Figure 8.4). Indeed, returned samples demonstrate that the time gap between formation of lunar basins and their flooding by maria material spans hundreds of millions of years (e.g., Wilhelms, 1987). Within this stratigraphic framework, the formational ages of grabens and wrinkle ridges can be constrained by crosscutting and burial relations to outcrops of highland and maria materials.
Lunar wrinkle ridges generally consist of a broad, low arch from a few to a few tens of kilometers across, surmounted by a narrower, sinuous ridge that may be either symmetrically or asymmetrically placed on the arch (Figure 8.5). Hypotheses for the origin of these landforms fall into two categories: magmatic or tectonic (e.g., Maxwell et al., 1975). Abundant evidence from the Moon and other planets favors a tectonic origin, with wrinkle ridges representing anticlines formed as the lunar crust warped upward due to displacement on a subsurface thrust fault (e.g., Howard and Muehlberger, 1973; Maxwell et al., 1975; Schultz, 1976; Lucchitta, 1976, 1977; Plescia and Golombek, 1986; Sharpton and Head, 1988; Watters, 1988; Golombek et al., 1991; Schultz, 2000a). Most lunar wrinkle ridges occur in lunar maria, a likely testament to mechanical layering of deformed materials. Some wrinkle ridges appear to be due to differential compaction over buried crater or basin rims; others most likely formed as a result of basin floor subsidence following extrusion of lunar maria, and thus reflect folding and faulting of the maria material. The common presence of wrinkle ridges within basins indicates that basin subsidence and deformation followed maria emplacement.

Rilles form narrow troughs that range up to hundreds of kilometers in length. Two types of rilles occur: sinuous (Figure 8.5) and straight to arcuate (Figure 8.4). Sinuous rilles generally begin at pits or other putative volcanic features, and thus
are believed to be analogous to terrestrial lava channels or collapsed lava tubes. The inferred volcanic source feature for a sinuous rille would be the same age as, or younger than, the materials crossed by the rille. Straight and arcuate rilles are grabens, as indicated by changes in rille width as it transects older topographic features, such as crater rims (McGill, 1971). These grabens commonly occur outside of and concentric to basins, and can be related to the same basin subsidence implied by intrabasin wrinkle ridges (e.g., Golombek and McGill, 1983). The three-dimensional geometry of straight and arcuate rilles has been used to estimate the thickness of the layer of impact ejecta (the megaregolith) that overlies local basement (Golombek, 1979; see Schultz et al., 2007, for a recent reanalysis and discussion).

A less common lunar tectonic landform are thrust fault scarps (Lucchitta, 1976; Howard and Muehlberger, 1973; Binder, 1982; Binder and Gunga, 1985). These scarps are often lobate and segmented, analogous in morphology to planetary lobate scarps (Watters and Johnson, Chapter 4). In contrast to the lobate scarps on Mercury and Mars (see Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2; Golombek and Phillips, Chapter 5), lunar lobate scarps are much smaller scale structures (Binder and Gunga, 1985; Watters and Johnson, Chapter 4). Although lobate scarps on Mercury and Mars can have over a kilometer of relief, lunar scarps have a maximum relief of much less than 100 meters (Lucchitta, 1976; Howard and Muehlberger, 1973; Binder, 1982; Binder and Gunga, 1985; Watters and Johnson, Chapter 4), indicating lower local...
contractional strain accumulations. The lengths of the scarps are also small, with the longest segments reaching a maximum of only ~20 km (Binder and Gunga, 1985). In spite of their scale, lunar scarps are interpreted to be the result of thrust faulting (Lucchitta, 1976; Howard and Muehlberger, 1973; Binder, 1982; Binder and Gunga, 1985; Watters and Johnson, Chapter 4). Although the evidence of offset is not as dramatic as in the case of large-scale lobate scarps on Mercury and Mars, given the smaller surface gravity for the Moon that, in part, regulates the magnitude of fault offset (Schultz et al., 2006), the morphology and the linkage between individual segments of the lunar scarps supports the interpretation that they are the surface expression of shallow thrust faults (Watters and Johnson, Chapter 4). The known lunar lobate scarps, as well as the mare ridges and grabens, have been mapped by Watters and Johnson (Chapter 4).

### 3.2 Mars

Although it has been more than 30 years since the Viking Orbiters imaged the surface of Mars, Mars' tectonic history continues to be a field of lively debate. Mars is dominated by two volcanic regions: the Tharsis magmatic complex of the western hemisphere (Dohm et al., 2007a) and the Elysium rise of the eastern hemisphere (see Golombek and Phillips, Chapter 5). Large impact basins such as Utopia (McGill, 1989) and Hellas and the northern lowlands have also contributed to surface deformation. Tharsis is an enormous, high-standing region (roughly 25% of the surface area of the planet) capped by the solar system’s largest shield volcanoes (e.g., Tanaka et al., 1991; Banerdt et al., 1992). This magmatic complex is the largest single tectonic and volcanic province on the terrestrial planets, with a rich history of geologic and tectonic activity that lasted throughout most of Martian geologic time (e.g., Solomon and Head, 1982; Dohm et al., 2001b, 2007a; Phillips et al., 2001).

As in the previous lunar work, stratigraphic mapping of regionally extensive terrains on Mars provides the context for defining the relative ages of major deformational events (e.g., Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Greeley and Guest, 1987; Tanaka, 1986, 1990; Tanaka et al., 1991, 1992; Scott and Dohm, 1990, 1997; Dohm and Tanaka, 1999; Dohm et al., 2001a,b; Anderson et al., 2001; Knapmeyer et al., 2006). In contrast to the Moon, however, internal processes have largely dominated the production of surface-breaking structures on Mars, with impact-basin tectonics playing a subsidiary role (e.g., Phillips et al., 2001). Formation of the Martian crustal dichotomy (Watters et al., 2007) and Tharsis occurred very early in the planet's history (e.g., Anderson et al., 2001; Dohm et al., 2001b, 2007a; Phillips et al., 2001; Frey et al., 2002; Nimmo and Tanaka, 2005; Frey, 2006), yet the structures from those Noachian times, as much as 4 Ga ago (Frey, 2006), are
well preserved on Mars, in part due to the thin atmosphere that promotes slow rates of erosion and deposition relative to the Earth (e.g., Schultz, 1999) and in part due to the general lack of subsequent deformational events. On the other hand, other works indicate that the dichotomy could have evolved for a more extended period, possibly related to plate tectonics (Fairén and Dohm, 2004; Baker et al., 2007). As a result, Martian structures have been used extensively to construct and test models for the internal evolution of the planet (e.g., Wise et al., 1979; Banerdt et al., 1982, 1992; Tanaka et al., 1991; Márquez et al., 2004; Dimitrova et al., 2006; Baker et al., 2007; Golombek and Phillips, Chapter 5).

The most common types of structures on Mars - grabens, thrust faults, and wrinkle ridges - demonstrate the predominance of extensional and contractional deformation, respectively, of the planet’s crust or lithosphere (Plate 24; see Tanaka et al., 1991; Scott and Dohm, 1997; Dohm and Tanaka, 1999; Schultz, 2000a; Dohm et al., 2001a,b; Knapmeyer et al., 2006; Schultz et al., 2007; Golombek and Phillips, Chapter 5). However, Mars also displays clear evidence of strike-slip faulting (Forsythe and Zimbelman, 1988; Schultz, 1989; Okubo and Schultz, 2006). Recent work using high-resolution MOLA topography has identified the surface expression of igneous dikes in Tharsis (Schultz et al., 2004; Goudy and Schultz, 2005).

The formation of Tharsis produced a vast system of grabens and wrinkle ridges that span the entire western hemisphere (Anderson et al., 2001; Montesi and Zuber, 2003a,b). In contrast, grabens primarily accompanied the formation of Elysium (Carr, 1974; Wise et al., 1979; Plescia and Saunders, 1982; Tanaka and Davis, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1991; Banerdt et al., 1992). Many of the grabens and wrinkle ridges associated with these regions, along with normal faults, dikes, and rifts, display a geometric relationship between the center of the magmatic-tectonic regions and the structures (Schultz, 1985; Watters and Maxwell, 1986; Tanaka et al., 1991; Watters, 1993; Anderson et al., 2001; Phillips et al., 2001; Schultz et al., 2006). Most of the structures identified within the Tharsis and Elysium regions are grabens (e.g., Tanaka and Davis, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1991; Davis et al., 1995; Anderson et al., 2001). In places, grabens are associated with pit crater chains (e.g., Schultz, 1991; Okubo and Schultz, 2003; Wyrick et al., 2004; Ferrill et al., 2004; Goudy and Schultz, 2005). Rift-sized grabens, primarily located in the Tharsis region, have widths that generally range between 10 and 100 km and depths up to a few kilometers (e.g., Plate 25). Such large grabens are characterized by multiply faulted borders and floors (e.g., Plescia and Saunders, 1982; Dohm and Tanaka, 1999; Wilkins et al., 2002; Wilkins and Schultz, 2003) and resemble complex terrestrial rift systems (Schultz, 1991, 1995; Banerdt et al., 1992; Hauber and Kronberg, 2005). Other extensional structures include the Valles Marineris troughs (e.g., Blasius et al., 1977; Lucchitta et al., 1992; Mège and Masson, 1996; Schultz, 1991, 1995, 1998, 2000b; Wilkins and Schultz, 2003), structurally
controlled sapping channels (e.g., Davis et al., 1995), and troughs of polygonal patterned ground (e.g., Pechmann, 1980; McGill, 1986; McGill and Hills, 1992; Buczkowski and McGill, 2002). Wrinkle ridges occur across the Martian surface (e.g., Chicarro et al., 1985; Watters and Maxwell, 1986; Watters, 1988; Schultz, 2000a; Goudy et al., 2005) and formed in association with impact basins, as on the Moon, and volcanotectonic provinces such as Tharsis, Thaumasia, and Elysium.

3.3 Mercury

In 1974 and 1975, the Mariner 10 spacecraft made three flybys of Mercury, returning over 2700 images of the eastern hemisphere, covering about 45% of the planet’s surface (Strom, 1984). The resolution of images varied greatly from 100 to 4000 m/pixel. The three encounters of Mariner 10 occurred when the same hemisphere was illuminated. With the subsolar point located at about 0°N, 100°W, much of the imaged hemisphere had poor illumination geometry (near-nadir solar incidence) for the identification of tectonic landforms and morphologic features. In early 2008, MESSENGER became only the second spacecraft to visit Mercury. In the first of three flybys that will lead to Mercury orbit in 2011, MESSENGER imaged about 21% of the hemisphere unseen by Mariner 10 (Solomon et al., 2008).

Landforms indicative of crustal shortening and extension are clearly evident on Mercury (Strom et al., 1975; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988; Watters et al., 2004;
Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2). Lobate scarps, interpreted to be thrust faults, are the most widely distributed tectonic feature (Figure 8.6; Strom et al., 1975; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988; Watters et al., 1998, 2004; Solomon et al., 2008). These faults occur throughout the imaged regions and deform the oldest intercrater plains and the youngest smooth plains (Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2). A rare, related tectonic feature on Mercury are high-relief ridges. The maximum relief of high-relief ridges can exceed 1 km, and they appear to be spatially and temporally associated with lobate scarps. Deforming the same units as lobate scarps, in some cases, high-relief ridges transition into lobate scarps (Watters et al., 2004; Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2).

Wrinkle ridges are another common tectonic landform on Mercury, although they are not as broadly distributed as lobate scarps. Wrinkle ridges occur predominantly in smooth plains in the interior of the Caloris basin and in the smooth plains exterior to the basin (Strom et al., 1975; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988; Watters et al., 2005; Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2).

Surprisingly, Mercury displays few extensional landforms in the imaged regions. Evidence of widespread extension is only found in the interior plains materials of the Caloris basin (Strom et al., 1975; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988; Watters et al., 2005; Murchie et al., 2008; Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2). Basin-radial and basin-concentric grabens form a remarkably complex pattern of extension (Murchie et al., 2008; Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2). This network of grabens crosscuts the wrinkle ridges in the Caloris basin (Strom et al., 1975; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988; Watters et al., 2005; Murchie et al., 2008; Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2).

Post Mariner 10 models for the origin of the tectonic stresses on Mercury involve global contraction due to secular cooling of the interior, tidal despinning, a combination of global contraction and tidal despinning, or a combination of global thermal contraction and the formation of the Caloris basin (Strom et al., 1975; Cordell and Strom, 1977; Melosh and Dzurisin, 1978a,b; Pechmann and Melosh, 1979; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988; Thomas et al., 1988; Thomas, 1997). These models predict distinctive patterns of tectonic features. Global contraction from slow thermal cooling results in global, horizontally isotropic compression (Solomon, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979; Schubert et al., 1988; Phillips and Solomon, 1997; Hauck et al., 2004), predicting uniformly distributed, randomly oriented thrust faults. Tidal despinning predicts N–S oriented thrust faults in the equatorial zone and E–W normal faulting in the polar regions (Melosh and Dzurisin, 1978a,b; Melosh and McKinnon, 1988). Stresses related to the formation of the Caloris basin might result in Caloris-radial thrust faults (Thomas et al., 1988; Thomas, 1997). Recent modeling suggests that mantle convection may be another important source of stress on Mercury (King, 2008). The spatial and temporal distribution of tectonic features is thus critical to constraining existing models for the origin of the stresses.
and future models that may emerge when the MESSENGER mission completes a global survey of Mercury (Solomon et al., 2001, 2007).

Early efforts to map Mercury's tectonic features were based largely on the analysis of individual Mariner 10 image frames and hand-lain mosaics (see Strom et al., 1975; Strom, 1984). Tectonic features were also mapped as part of the 1:5,000,000 geologic map series of Mercury (e.g., Schaber and McCauley, 1980) based on a series of shaded relief maps at the same scale (Davies and Batson, 1975; Davies et al., 1978). Recent efforts to map tectonic features imaged by Mariner 10 involve digitization directly from image mosaics with improved radiometry and geometric rectification (Robinson et al., 1999; Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2). The less than ideal lighting geometry over much of the hemisphere imaged by Mariner 10 (incidence angles <45°) introduces an observational bias that must be considered (Watters et al., 2004). In some areas imaged by Mariner 10, the limitations of the poor illumination geometry can be overcome by the availability of stereo coverage. Topography generated from stereo pairs helps to reveal tectonic landforms not easily detected in Mariner 10 images (see Watters et al., 2001, 2002). The importance of illumination geometry in identifying tectonic landforms has been demonstrated by MESSENGER where previously undetected lobate scarps have been found near the Mariner 10 subsolar point (Solomon et al., 2008; Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2).

A tectonic map of lobate scarps imaged by Mariner 10 shows that they are unevenly distributed with preferred orientations, east-trending compressional tectonic features in the polar regions, and no dominant Caloris-radial pattern of lobate scarps (see Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2). This suggests that some models for the global tectonic stresses do not fully account for the spatial distribution of the known tectonic landforms (see also Watters and Nimmo, Chapter 2, for a review of Mercury tectonics).

### 3.4 Venus

Venusian tectonic structures range from broad lowland basins to narrow linear features (e.g., Solomon et al., 1992). The major global datasets for mapping structures include NASA Magellan mission high-resolution gravity, altimetry, and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. Given the long wavelength of gravity (resolves features >400 km) and altimetry (~20 km footprint) data, SAR imagery (~100 m/pixel) proves most useful for structural element identification. The morphology of Venusian structures is more readily visualized using inverted SAR images (Figures 8.7–8.10).

Regional geomorphic groups include lowland basins, linear deformation belts (~20–150 km wide, 1000's of km long) in either parallel or polygonal distribution,
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Figure 8.7. Shields and associated lava flows (e.g., Guest et al., 1992; Addington, 2001; Hansen, 2005) in part of Helen Planitia variably bury kipukas of relatively high-standing deformed terrain in the NE corner. Variably spaced NNW-trending wrinkle ridges transect the area. Wrinkle ridges are less developed where shields and kipukas outcrop, either because shield lavas partly buried the wrinkle ridges or because mechanical differences between the host rocks favored wrinkle-ridge formation in the adjacent, lowland plains over the shield and kipuka terrains. Changes in wrinkle-ridge spacing could also reflect local differences in rheology or surface history; for example: (1) the area could have been deformed by closely spaced wrinkle ridges, then locally covered by a thin surface layer (NE corner of inset), followed by formation of widely spaced wrinkle ridges across the region; (2) closely and widely spaced wrinkle ridges could have formed synchronously, followed by local emplacement of a surface layer that covered closely spaced wrinkle ridges in the NE corner of the inset; and (3) surface flows of various layer thickness and coverage could have extended variably across the inset region; later formed wrinkle ridges (short and longer wavelength) could have formed generally synchronously, with wavelength reflecting the variable thickness (and/or strength) of individual surface units. Each of these histories can be accommodated within the context of the image data, and each should be considered as equally viable possibilities. Two channel segments (c) could represent a single channel (joining beneath the shield terrain) or two separate channels. Careful examination (see inset) indicates that a range of temporal relations among channel, shield (s) and wrinkle ridge (wr) formation are preserved. (Inverted Magellan SAR image mosaic; 75 m/pixel.)
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Figure 8.8. Lavinia Planitia hosts deformation belts that display NE-trending folds and NW-trending grabens. In the regions between deformation belts, wrinkle ridges parallel fold trends and grabens (or extension fractures) parallel graben trends in deformation belts. Note the gradational change in radar backscatter across fold crests and wrinkle ridges. Local radar backscatter boundaries show spatial relations with folds (a) and grabens (d) that indicate low-viscosity material embayed preexisting structural topography; elsewhere (b) radar backscatter boundaries show no spatial correlation with structural elements, indicating that backscatter boundaries pre-date fold and graben formation. In some cases, the change in radar backscatter is likely a function of structure topography and not related to different surface layers (e.g., c). Thus across this region, evidence for different surface histories can be gleaned. Although relatively clear embayment relations in the western part of inset a indicate that a low-viscosity surface layer was emplaced following both fold and graben formation, there is no evidence for material embayment following tectonism at location c. Here the distribution of folds and grabens appears to be a function of original strain partitioning, with strain intensity decreasing away from the deformation belt. At location d the embayed grabens presumably formed prior to the western surface unit, which predated local wrinkle-ridge formation. (Inverted Magellan SAR image mosaic; 75 m/pixel.)
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Figure 8.9. Part of Ovda Regio showing typical tessera terrain structures, including grabens, ribbons, and variable wavelength folds. White lines indicate troughs and crest of long-wavelength folds. See text for discussion. (Inverted Magellan SAR image mosaic; 75 m/pixel.)

large (~1000–2500 km diameter) quasi-circular domes (volcanic rises) and plateaus (crustal plateaus), linear troughs (up to ~400 km wide, 1000’s of km long) called chasmata, and ~500 quasi-circular features (60–600 km diameter; Stofan et al., 1992, 2001) called coronae. Each of the regional geomorphic groups preserves a combination of individual structural elements. Smaller scale geomorphic features include ~970 impact craters (~1–280 km diameter; Phillips et al., 1992; Schaber et al., 1992; Herrick et al., 1997), medium to small volcanoes, relatively rare pancake domes, and tens to hundreds of thousands of 1–5-km diameter shields (Guest et al., 1992; Crumpler et al., 1997).

SAR’s sensitivity to topography makes it an excellent tool for identifying primary landforms (i.e., intrinsic features of geologic map units) such as shield volcanoes, channels, levees, lava flow fronts, pit chains, and impact craters, as well as tectonic structures such as fault scarps, fold ridges, wrinkle ridges, and grabens (Figures 8.7–8.10; for additional discussion, see Ford et al., 1993). The relief of most of the smaller deformational structures is poorly expressed in SAR images, requiring
Figure 8.10. A montage of structures on several of the large and mid-sized outer planet satellites. Scale bars are each 20 km long. (a) Callisto: furrows surround the multiringed structure Valhalla. (b) Ganymede: grooved terrain of Byblus Sulcus is straddled by parallel and sub-orthogonal furrows in dark terrain. (c) Europa: the dark band Yelland Linea cuts older ridged plains and was subsequently overprinted by a prominent double ridge. (d) Io: mountains ~3.5 km tall adjacent to the dark-floored caldera Hi‘iaka Patera. (e) Dione: fault scarps reveal brighter subsurface ice to create the satellite’s wispy terrain. (f) Iapetus: a 20-km high ridge runs along the satellite’s equator. (g) Enceladus: prominent fractures that cut across the satellite’s south polar region are the sites of active venting. (h) Miranda: Inverness Corona (foreground) and Arden Corona (limb) are the sites of normal faulting, likely triggered by interior upwelling. (i) Triton: graben-like troughs in a region transitional from smooth terrain, which shows evidence for cryovolcanism, to the pitted “cantaloupe terrain,” which may have formed by diapirism.
that their morphologic analysis relies heavily on their plan form. However, there is a rich record of their forms, orientations, distributions, and interactions with various features that assist with determination of their relative ages. In some cases, features display evidence of multiple episodes of activity. Figures 8.7 and 8.8 demonstrate this varied record and how multiple interpretations are commonly possible regarding relative ages of structures, and what mechanisms and factors control structural characteristics such as form, orientation, and spacing. Broad generalizations about their origin and age therefore cannot be made with certainty.

Tessera or tessera terrain (Figure 8.9) was originally called parquet terrain (in reference to its reticulate structural patterns). Tessera terrain, preserved in highland crustal plateaus and lowland regions and widely interpreted as collapsed plateaus (e.g., Ivanov and Head, 1996; Phillips and Hansen, 1994), consists of folds of multiple wavelengths, grabens, and variably flooded regions (Hansen and Willis 1996, 1998; Ghent and Hansen, 1999; Hansen, 2006). Discernible fold sets of common orientation have characteristic wavelengths that range from 0.3 km, the limit of effective SAR resolution, to ~100 km. Extensional structures, represented by long-aspect-ratio ribbon (steep-sided, graben-like) structures (Hansen and Willis, 1998) and shorter aspect ratio grabens, generally trend normal to fold crests. Cross-cutting relations, as well as mechanical arguments, illustrate that contractional and extensional structures formed broadly synchronously with the evolution of progressively longer wavelength structures with time (Hansen and Willis, 1998; Ghent and Hansen, 1999; Hansen et al., 2000; Banks and Hansen, 2000; Hansen, 2006). Low-viscosity material, presumably lava, fills local structural lows; lava fill occurs both within troughs of long-wavelength folds and within structural lows along the crests and limbs of long-wavelength folds, indicating that flooding occurred throughout the development of the structural fabric (Hansen, 2006). Fold wavelength records progressively smaller amounts of shortening with a 0.3-km fold wavelength recording minimum shortening of ~30–40%, whereas 50- to 100-km wide folds record <1% layer shortening, indicating progressive fold formation of short- to long-wavelength folds with increasing layer thickness above a low-viscosity material, presumably lava (Hansen, 2006). For an alternative view of tessera terrain evolution, see Gilmore et al. (1998).

Ribbons (Figure 8.9) comprise alternating parallel ridges and troughs. Ribbons occur as suites of (listric?) normal faults with ramped trough terminations, and tensile fracture ribbons that show V-shaped terminations and matching opposing trough walls (Hansen and Willis, 1998).

Considerable progress has been made in mapping structures on Venus. Deformed terrains characterized by tessera, fold belts, fracture zones, and coronae have been delineated globally (e.g., Stofan et al., 1992; Price and Suppe, 1995; Ivanov and Head, 1996). Although globally averaged crater statistics indicate that the mean
crater densities of these terrains may vary, they provide little constraint for dating structures. Such inferences rely on crater statistics of the surfaces that host particular structures rather than the structures themselves; untestable assumptions include (1) the host surface was formed relatively quickly, and (2) the structures formed all at once, and immediately following the host surface. Therefore, the uncertainties in the crater statistics are large, permitting a wide range of plausible histories (Tanaka et al., 1997; Campbell, 1999). The general paucity of reliable, spatially broad relative-age indicators along with complex geologic activity across the Venusian surface prevent construction of detailed structural histories at regional scales (e.g., Young and Hansen, 2003), as has been done for other planets and satellites such as the Moon and Mars. Thus resolving whether or not Venus underwent global catastrophic stratigraphic and structural events (e.g., Basilevsky and Head, 1998) or sporadic, regional activity at various times (Guest and Stofan, 1999), or a general evolution of spatially and temporally definable processes (e.g., Phillips and Hansen, 1998) will require detailed global mapping.

### 3.5 Outer planet satellites

The six large satellites (radius ≥ 1300 km) and 12 mid-sized satellites (radius ≥ 200 km) of the outer planets display a wide range of structures in diverse settings across four different planetary systems (Figure 8.10). Reconnaissance of the satellites was achieved by the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft, which surveyed all four planetary systems over the decade of 1979 to 1989 (with imaging resolutions lower than several hundred meters per pixel), followed by detailed and significantly higher resolution imaging (areas as high as several meters per pixel) by the Galileo spacecraft in orbit about Jupiter from 1995 to 2003, and the Cassini spacecraft, which began orbiting Saturn in 2004. A thorough review of the tectonics of outer planet satellites is provided by Collins et al. (Chapter 7).

Identification of structures on these satellites is complicated by materials, processes, and landforms that may be unfamiliar to the terrestrial geologist. With the notable exceptions of rocky Io and volatile-rich Triton, their surfaces are composed primarily of H₂O ice and various non-ice contaminants, whereas some contain other volatile components, such as CO₂ and SO₂. Unlike the terrestrial planets, global-scale tectonic processes are commonly linked to changes in satellite shape induced by tidal interactions with their parent planet, including despinning, orbital recession/procession, and reorientation relative to the tidal axes (nonsynchronous rotation or true polar wander). Volume change resulting from internal thermal evolution is also quite plausible, including thermal expansion or contraction, ice-phase transitions, or compositional differentiation. The variety of tectonic landforms is discussed below, organized by planetary system.
The only formal maps of the outer planet satellites generated to date are Voyager-based maps of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter; revisions to several of these maps are in progress, based on Galileo data. Structural mapping follows the definition and procedures outlined for the terrestrial planets, although some heavily tectonized material units (e.g., Ganymede’s grooved terrain) necessarily are defined by their structural fabric (Wilhelms, 1990). The complexity of structural relationships combined with limitations of the available data make determination of relative ages difficult. Moreover, absolute age is poorly constrained, because the outer solar system impactor population has likely been different from that of the inner solar system, and it is difficult to extrapolate the current-day fluxes of observationally detected impactors back through time (Zahnle et al., 2003; Schenk et al., 2004).

**Callisto.** Of Jupiter’s four Galilean satellites, Callisto’s structural geology, dominated by exogenic processes, is by far the simplest (Moore et al., 2004a). Callisto’s impact craters show a variety of forms, from small bowl-shaped basins, through larger complex craters with central peaks, analogous to those on the Moon or Mercury. Unlike craters on the terrestrial planets, craters >35 km show central pits and those >60 km display central domes on both Callisto and Ganymede (Schenk et al., 2004), perhaps due to the effect of subsurface ductile ice during the impact process (Schenk, 1993). Several large multiringed structures on Callisto (typified by Valhalla and Asgard) consist of sets of concentric ridges and/or scarps that are hundreds of kilometers in extent (Figure 8.10a) (Schenk and McKinnon, 1987). These probably surround the sites of large impact events that penetrated to a low-viscosity zone, plausibly a subsurface ocean >100 km beneath the surface, inducing surface extension that created concentric normal faults as the transient crater collapsed (McKinnon and Melosh, 1980; Schenk et al., 2004). An induced magnetic field signature implies a briny ocean within Callisto today (Kivelson et al., 1999), but the lack of endogenic activity means that this ocean is manifest at the surface probably only in the satellite’s ancient impact-induced tectonics.

**Ganymede.** The surface of Ganymede (Pappalardo et al., 2004) consists of about 1/3 dark terrain, which is heavily cratered and ancient, and 2/3 bright grooved terrain, which is less cratered and more recent (Figure 8.10b). Dark terrain contains arcuate systems of tectonic furrows, likely remnants of multiringed structures like those on Callisto (Schenk and McKinnon, 1987; Murchie and Head, 1988), and perhaps similarly an indication of a subsurface ocean (Schenk et al., 2004); of less certain origin are semi-radial furrows also spatially associated with multiring structures. Ganymede’s bright grooved terrain crosscuts the dark terrain in elongated swaths (sulci) that are pervasively tectonized in rift-like fashion (Shoemaker et al., 1982; Pappalardo et al., 2004). Two topographic “wavelengths” of structures occur within grooved terrain: (1) the broader (~8 km) scale is inferred to be related to extensional necking of the icy lithosphere above a ductile ice substrate
(Dombard and McKinnon, 2001), and (2) the finer (≤1 km) scale is inferred to have formed by tilt-block style normal faulting of stretched ice (Pappalardo et al., 2004). Geometrical arguments and deformed impact craters indicate that extensional strain reaching tens of percent may be common in grooved terrain (Collins et al., 1998; Pappalardo and Collins, 2005). A component of this strain includes strike-slip displacement (Pappalardo et al., 2004).

Grooved terrain may be brightened and smoothed by a combination of faulting, which exposes bright ice from beneath a dark surface veneer of impactor debris, and icy volcanism (cryovolcanism), which resurfaces older dark terrain (Shoemaker et al., 1982; Schenk et al., 2001a; Pappalardo et al., 2004). Scalloped depressions (paterae) are associated with some smooth lanes, and these may be caldera-like volcanotectonic features associated with cryovolcanism (Schenk et al., 2001a). The extensional strain recorded within Ganymede’s grooved terrain has been attributed to early differentiation and associated ice-phase changes and global expansion (Squyres, 1980), and attempts have been made to constrain the global degree of expansion that is consistent with geological observations (McKinnon, 1982; Golombek, 1982; Collins, 2006). It remains to be demonstrated how the inferred high degree of local extensional strain can be explained, given that no definitive examples of contractional structures have been identified. Although the age of Ganymede’s grooved terrain is poorly constrained, the existence of intrinsic and induced magnetic fields at Ganymede indicate an active dynamo and a contemporary internal ocean (Kivelson et al., 2002). It remains to be demonstrated whether grooved terrain might be an indirect manifestation of an internal ocean, such as related to convection in tidally heated ice above a global subsurface ocean, or of nonsynchronous rotation of a floating ice shell.

**Europa.** Europa’s few large impact structures indicate that the satellite’s average surface age is ~60 Myr (Zahnle et al., 2003; Schenk et al., 2004), implying recent tectonic activity and associated resurfacing events. Analogous to those on Callisto and Ganymede, Europa’s two known multiringed structures (Tyre and Pwyll) suggest transient crater penetration to a low-viscosity layer, plausibly a water ocean, ~20 km below the icy surface (Schenk et al., 2004). This ice shell thickness is consistent with models of basal tidal heating of a floating ice shell (Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989; Moore, 2006). Europa’s geology is complex and includes severely tectonized ridged plains that resemble a ball of string, with crosscutting troughs, double ridges, and bands (Figure 8.10c) (Greeley et al., 2004). Linear to curvilinear or cycloidal troughs, many displaying raised flanks, are interpreted as near-vertical tensile cracks or shear fractures in Europa’s ice shell (Greenberg et al., 1998; Greeley et al., 2004). Ubiquitous ridges are most commonly expressed as double ridges (a ridge pair with a medial trough), whereas some display a complex set of constituent subparallel ridges; modest strike-slip offset along these structures is common. Models of ridge formation include tidal squeezing,
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compression, dike intrusion, and localized shear heating (see Collins et al., Chapter 7, for a review). Many ridges show diffuse dark flanks, called triple bands. Bands are linear to curvilinear features up to ~25 km wide, consisting of smooth, lineated, and/or hummocky interiors (Prockter et al., 2002). In many cases, the surrounding terrain can be reconstructed, indicating that bands are sites where the brittle lithosphere was pulled apart and replaced by more mobile material from below. This resurfacing included cracking and/or faulting to form subparallel structures. Likely stress mechanisms for creating Europa’s tectonic structures include: (1) diurnal stressing induced by radial and librational tides as Europa rapidly orbits Jupiter, (2) slow nonsynchronous rotation of Europa’s ice shell relative to the satellite’s tidal axes, and (3) true polar wander inducing change in the shape of the ice shell (Greeley et al., 2004; Collins et al., Chapter 7). The cycloidal shapes of many structures is convincing evidence of the action of diurnal stresses, where the effective speed of a propagating fracture is a close match to the diurnally rotating direction of tensile stress, with the fracture tracing an arc each Europa day (Hoppa et al., 1999a). Moreover, rotating diurnal stresses can produce a preferred sense of strike-slip offset along faults in each hemisphere of Europa (Hoppa et al., 1999b). Diurnal stresses are expected to be significant only if Europa’s ice shell is decoupled from the rocky mantle by an ocean (Moore and Schubert, 2000). Therefore, cycloidal features are strong evidence for an ocean when the structures formed, and given the young age of the surface, this must be recently.

Europa’s surface is marked by domes (indicative of tectonic uplift of the icy lithosphere) and pits (indicative of withdrawal of surface material and associated lithospheric downwarp). Scattered across the surface, reddish material has extruded to form spots and chaotic terrain, commonly associated with ridged plains deformation (Greeley et al., 2004). In the largest and most dramatic examples (e.g., Conamara Chaos), older ridged plains are tectonically disrupted and blocks have rotated and translated in a hummocky matrix, and much of the original plains has been destroyed. Spots and chaos are attributed to whole-scale melting of Europa’s ice shell (Greenberg et al., 1999), or partial melting triggered by diapirc upwellings (Pappalardo et al., 1999); however, the geophysical details of these models have yet to be satisfactorily understood (Nimmo and Giese, 2005). Crosscutting relationships among Europa’s tectonic features and chaotic terrains indicate that structural deformation has become more narrowly focused through Europa’s preserved history, and that chaotic terrain is overall more recent in the stratigraphy (Figueredo and Greeley, 2004), unless older chaos occurred but has been modified over time (Riley et al., 2000). Recent chaos is consistent with recent ice shell thickening (Pappalardo et al., 1999), perhaps related to secular changes in heat flux due to cyclical variations in orbital eccentricity (Hussmann and Spohn, 2004).

Io. Io is the most volcanically active body in the solar system, with a measured heat flux of ~2 Wm², resulting from tidal heating of this rocky satellite (McEwen
et al., 2004). Its landscape is dominated by volcanic calderas (paterae), edifices, and flows, but ~3% of Io’s surface consists of mountains that are likely tectonic in origin (Figure 8.10d) (McEwen et al., 2004). Mountains are typically tens of kilometers across, average ~6 km tall, and reach heights of ~17 km. Many mountains are surrounded by debris aprons, evidence of mass wasting of loosely consolidated surface materials. Mountains potentially formed by large-scale up-thrusting of lithospheric blocks in response to global-scale compression, due to the high rate of volcanism and associated vertical loading and cycling (Schenk and Bulmer, 1998). Locally concentrated stress may have triggered mountain formation, such as through mantle diapirism (Turtle et al., 2001; Jaeger et al., 2003). Mountains are most abundant in two antipodal zones on the satellite, and are globally anti-correlated with volcanic centers (Schenk et al., 2001b). Nonetheless, individual mountains and paterae are commonly associated, and some mountains show evidence of rifting, perhaps related to uplift (Jaeger et al., 2003). Kilometer-scale ridges and troughs on the flanks of some mountains might be the expression of folds in a deformable surficial layer, perhaps driven by gravity sliding (Moore et al., 2001). Similar small-scale structures on Io’s plains may be contractional structures formed by diurnal tidal stress (Bart et al., 2004).

Satellites of Saturn. As of this writing, the Cassini mission is changing our understanding of the tectonic histories of the Saturnian satellites, but few publications of the results yet exist. Smog-shrouded Titan is being revealed by radar imaging, and by imaging through near-infrared atmospheric windows using both Cassini’s camera and infrared instrument (Elachi et al., 2005; Porco et al., 2005a; Sotin et al., 2005). Several large impact craters occur on Titan, and lineaments and linear boundaries could be tectonic. Tectonic features occur on all of Saturn’s middle-sized icy satellites. Voyager images revealed bright wispy terrains on both Dione and Rhea, which Cassini imaging has resolved as extensional fault scarps that expose relatively clean subsurface icy material (Figure 8.10e) (Johnson, 2005). Dione and Tethys exhibit ridges that may be contractional in origin (Moore and Ahern, 1983; Moore, 1984). Cassini imaging resolves the detailed internal fault structure of Ithaca Chasma on Tethys, a global-scale rift zone which roughly follows a great circle normal to the center of the impact basin Odysseus and thus may be related to the basin’s formation or relaxation (Moore et al., 2004b). Iapetus displays a 20-km high ridge that delineates the satellite’s equator (Figure 8.10f), possibly indicating tidal despinning and associated equatorial radius decrease (Porco et al., 2005b). Existing models of the thermal and corresponding tectonic evolution of the Saturnian satellites (Schubert et al., 1986; Hillier and Squyres, 1991) will certainly be modified and improved upon, aiding interpretation of Cassini images.

Enceladus exhibits spectacular active vapor plumes escaping the satellite from prominent, warm tectonic structures in its extremely youthful and tectonically
deformed south polar region (Figure 8.10g) (Porco et al., 2006; Spencer et al., 2006). Overall, it seems that intense tectonism (rather than cryovolcanism) may have resurfaced the youthful parts of Enceladus (Johnson, 2005). Tectonic interpretation of the south polar terrain suggests shortening of the satellite’s spin axis (Porco et al., 2006), consistent with true polar wander of Enceladus to move a low-density internal mass anomaly to the spin axis (Nimmo and Pappalardo, 2006). Prominent tectonic structures in the south polar terrain, nicknamed “tiger stripes,” may have formed as tension fractures and are believed to undergo shearing and open–close motions through the Enceladus tidal cycle, probably playing an important role in the production and release of the satellite’s vapor plumes (Hurford et al., 2007; Nimmo et al., 2007; Spitale and Porco, 2007; Smith-Konter and Pappalardo, 2007). The mechanisms for tectonic deformation of Enceladus, and the possible role of an internal ocean or sea (Collins and Goodman, 2007; Nimmo et al., 2007), will continue to be important topics of investigation.

**Satellites of Uranus.** The Voyager 2 spacecraft passed closest to the innermost of the five major Uranian satellites, so imaging resolution is best at Miranda, while Titania and Oberon were not imaged sufficiently to resolve tectonic structures. Umbriel appears generally featureless and dark, but careful image processing reveals an ancient tectonic system (Helfenstein et al., 1989). Ariel displays a global-scale structural pattern of tectonic rifts, ridges, and troughs forming an obliquely intersecting pattern across much of the satellite’s visible surface (Plescia, 1987). Some rift depressions appear to have been resurfaced by a viscous cryolava (Jankowski and Squyres, 1988). Abundant extensional tectonic structures on many of the Uranian satellites, as on the Saturnian satellites, are attributed to volume changes linked to thermal evolution (Schubert et al., 1986; Hillier and Squyres, 1991).

Despite its small size, Miranda exhibits striking structural geology (Figure 8.10h). Miranda displays three ovoidal regions termed “coronae” that are deformed by subparallel ridges and grooves. An early interpretation of the coronae suggested that they might be folds, which would be consistent with a “sinker” model, in which the satellite was disrupted early in its history by a large impact, with remnants of the proto-satellite’s rocky core sinking downward through the reforming satellite and stirring downwelling currents to create the coronae above (Janes and Melosh, 1988). However, subsequent analyses showed that the coronae are likely extensional tectonic structures, including tilted blocks and cryovolcanic extrusions, more consistent with a model in which the coronae formed by tectonic deformation above large-scale upwelling plumes (Greenberg et al., 1991; Schenk, 1991; Pappalardo et al., 1997). Additional tectonic stress may have resulted from reorientation of Miranda in response to corona formation (Plescia, 1988).

**Triton.** The single large satellite of Neptune, Triton, has a surface rich in exotic ices (CO, CO₂, CH₄, and N₂), in addition to H₂O (Cruikshank et al., 2000). A
variety of structures occur across its surface (Figure 8.10i), including troughs, double ridges, and active geysers, as well as morphological evidence for past cryovolcanism (Croft et al., 1995). Because Triton has a retrograde orbit, it is generally believed that Triton is a captured body that originated as a Kuiper Belt object (Agnor and Hamilton, 2006). Triton’s tectonic patterns may be influenced by its orbital procession as it spirals slowly inward toward Neptune, or by other global tectonic stresses (Croft et al., 1995; Collins et al., Chapter 7). Morphological comparison of Triton’s ridges to smaller double ridges on Europa has prompted the suggestion that diurnal stressing and shear heating may have contributed to formation of Triton’s ridges during the circularization of Triton’s orbit following capture (Prockter et al., 2005). Triton displays a unique region known informally as “cantaloupe terrain,” where compositionally induced diapirism may have led to crustal overturn to form the pits (cavi) characteristic of this unusual region (Schenk and Jackson, 1993).

Overall, the diverse and sometimes bizarre tectonics of the outer planet satellites is inherently linked to satellite tides and the mechanical–rheological properties of ice (Collins et al., Chapter 7). Our terrestrial experience is critical to their interpretation, yet is challenged by their unfamiliarity.
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